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thus pacified at home Italy was to return to her world
mission. Mussolini had already lifted many of d'Annunzio's
ideas and he took this as well, turning it as always to his
own advantage. Peace at home, yes, but in order that he
might attain power and one day direct Italy's foreign
policy. Mussolini, too, spoke of a c fourth Italy' and of
Italy's mission in the world, but any idea of a crusade for
the ' national and social' liberation of the oppressed was
discarded. D'Annunzio's apocalyptic visions were reduced
to a ferocious nationalism, an extension of the * will to
power J beyond the frontiers.
Both right and left fascists were disturbed by d'Annunzio's
activities and his suspicious contacts. At the beginning of
April 1922 he was visited at his home in Gardone by Baldesi,
one of the secretaries of the General Confederation of
Labour. In the Mondo, one of d'Anmmzio's legionary
friends1 expounded all the possible points of agreement
between d'Annunzio and the socialist movement :
* D'Annunzio/ he wrote on April 5, ' is concerned with
present reality, national reality and European reality.
The social question arouses his respect and interest. . . .
It suffices, without going too far back, to remember that he
chose a syndicalist, Alceste de Ambris, as chief of his
Fiume cabinet, that he settled a general strike in Fiume
in the workers' favour, and that from Gardone lie has
always condemned the legionaries who have become
" yellow ", cc white guards ", or " agrarian slave-drivers ".
. . . Many of the legionaries are men of the people and
in contrast to the fascists have very advanced ideas. . . .
In the Violet book of Fiume there is an appeal for the
freedom of peoples addressed to the Clarte group2 . . .
and the d'Annunzio government at Fiume had decided
to renew not only commercial but also political relations
with Soviet Russia.'
The press mentioned d'Annunzio's possible appointment
as President of the Federation of Maritime Workers, along-
1	Signer Nino Daniele, who later accompanied Antonio Gramsci, editor of
the Turin communist daily, the Ordine Nuovo3 to arrange an interview with
d'Annunzio at Gardone.
2	The French pacifist group founded by Henri Barbusse.

